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1 Introduction
$\backslash ^{\backslash ^{\backslash }}-$ (generalized Verma module) ,
.
$\text{ }\rangle_{\backslash -}\backslash \backslash$ , 2 $\backslash ^{\backslash }-\backslash$
. – $\backslash ^{\backslash ^{\backslash }}$ $-$







, – $\backslash ^{\backslash }\backslash$ $-$ .
$\simarrow$ (e.g. [2]). –
– . , ( $\psi_{\pi}$ )
(e.g. [6], [4]). , $G/P$ B-
, [1] .
2 Main result
, $\backslash ^{\backslash }\backslash$ $-$ , (Theorem
27) .
$G$
$|$) , $\mathfrak{g}$ - , $\mathfrak{h}$ , $\triangle$ , $\triangle^{+}$
. $\mathfrak{p}$ $\mathfrak{g}$ $\mathfrak{h}$ ,
[, $\mathfrak{n}^{+}$ $\mathfrak{p}$ , . $\Delta_{L},$ $\triangle_{N}^{+}$ , $\mathfrak{n}^{+}$
, $\Delta_{N}^{-}=-\triangle_{N}^{+-},$$\mathfrak{n}=\sum_{\alpha\in\Delta_{N}^{-\mathfrak{g}}}\alpha$ ( $\mathfrak{g}^{\alpha}$ ). $\mathfrak{g}$
1 $\langle, \rangle$ . .
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2.1 Generalized Verma module
Definition 21 $(\mathfrak{p}, \pi, V_{\pi})$ ,
$M(\pi)=U(\mathfrak{g})\otimes U(\mathfrak{p})V\pi$
’
. $U(\mathfrak{g})$ $\mathfrak{g}$ .
$M(\pi)$ – $\backslash ^{\backslash ^{\backslash }}$ $-$ (generalized Verma module) .
$M(\pi)$ $U(\mathfrak{n}^{-})\otimes \mathrm{c}V_{\pi}$ . ,
$\pi$ 1 $k$. $M(\pi)$ $U(\mathfrak{n}^{-}$. $)$ , $M(\pi)$
$\backslash ^{\backslash }\backslash$ $-$ (scalar generalized Verma module) $\square$
2.2 Differentiation of induced$\cdot$ rep. $\mathrm{r}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{s}.\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{t}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{S}$
$\text{ }\#\mathrm{h}U(\emptyset)\text{ }\neq\dot{f}4\psi\pi$
$\mathrm{K}$- $\mathrm{C}[\mathfrak{n}^{-}]\otimes \mathrm{c}V_{\pi}$ .
$P$ $\pi$ $G$ .
$f\in \mathrm{C}[\mathfrak{n}^{-}]\otimes \mathrm{c}V_{\pi}$ , $G$ $V_{\pi}$- $\tilde{f}$
. .
$-$
$f(\exp B\exp c)=\exp\pi(-C).f(B)$ $(B\in \mathfrak{n}^{-}, C\in \mathfrak{p})$ .
, $\mathrm{e}.\mathrm{x}\mathrm{p}\pi(-j\cdot C)\in \mathrm{A}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{t}(V\pi)^{\text{ }}.\dim V\pi<$
.




Definition 22 $\mathfrak{p}$ $\pi$ $(U.(\mathfrak{g}))\psi_{\pi},$ $\mathrm{c}[\mathfrak{n}^{-}]\otimes \mathrm{c}V_{\pi})$
$\psi_{\pi}(\prime X,).f(A)=-\frac{d}{dt}\tilde{f}(\exp(-tX)\exp A)|_{t=0}$ $(X\in \mathfrak{g}, A\in \mathfrak{n}^{-}, f\in \mathrm{C}[\mathfrak{n}^{-}]\otimes \mathrm{c}V_{\pi})$ ,








, $\mathfrak{p}$ $\pi$ $P$ ( $\pi$ ), $(U(9), \psi_{\pi}, \mathrm{C}[\mathfrak{n}^{-}]\otimes \mathrm{c}V_{\pi})$




$(g, v)\sim(h, w)\Leftrightarrow g^{-1}h\in P,$ $v=\pi(g-1h)w$ ,
, $G/P$ G- $G\mathrm{x}_{P}V_{\pi}$ ,
.
$|$ . :.
$C^{\infty}(G, V\pi)^{P}=\{f : carrow.V\pi;^{c\infty}|f(gp)=\pi(p-1)f(g) (g\in G,p\in P)\}$ ,
$(h.f)(g)=f(h^{-1}g)(h, g\in G, f\in C^{\infty}(G, V_{\pi})^{P})$ $G$
. Definition 22 $\mathfrak{n}^{-}$ $f\in \mathrm{C}[\mathfrak{n}^{-}]\otimes \mathrm{c}V_{\pi}$ , $C^{\infty}(N^{-}P, V_{\pi})P$
$N^{-}P$ $\tilde{f}$ $G$ , $\pi$ $P$
$\psi_{\pi}$ $\mathrm{I}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{d}_{P}^{G}\pi$ . $\mathfrak{p}$ $\pi$ $P$ ,
Definition 22 $\psi_{\pi}$ .
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2.3 The Fourier transform and dual modules
, $(U(9), \psi_{\pi}, \mathrm{C}[\mathfrak{n}^{-}]\otimes \mathrm{c}V_{\pi})$ , $\psi_{\pi}(X)\in D_{\mathfrak{n}}-\otimes \mathrm{c}$ End $V_{\pi}$
. $D_{\mathfrak{n}}-$ $\mathfrak{n}^{-}$ ,
$D_{\mathfrak{n}^{-}}\otimes \mathrm{c}$ End $V_{\pi}$ $\mathrm{C}[\mathfrak{n}^{-}]\otimes \mathrm{c}V_{\pi}$ .
, $S(\mathfrak{n}^{-})$ $\mathfrak{n}^{-}$ – .
$P\in S(\mathfrak{n}^{-})$ , $P(\partial)\in D-\mathfrak{n}$ .
$P(\partial)\exp\langle y, x\rangle=P(x)\exp\langle y, x\rangle$ $(x\in \mathfrak{n}^{+}, y\in \mathfrak{n}^{-})$ .
$P(x)$ , 1 $\langle$ , $\rangle$ – $S(\mathfrak{n}^{-})\simeq \mathrm{C}[\mathfrak{n}^{+}]$
$\mathfrak{n}^{+}$ . $G\in \mathfrak{n}^{+},$ $F\in \mathfrak{n}^{-}$ $F(\partial)(c)=\langle F, G\rangle$
.
$D_{\mathfrak{n}^{-}}$ End $V_{\pi}$ End $(\mathrm{C}[\mathfrak{n}^{-}]\otimes \mathrm{c}V_{\pi})$ . $f\otimes v\in$
$\mathrm{C}[\mathfrak{n}^{-}]\otimes_{\mathrm{C}}V_{\pi}((f\otimes v)(A)=f(A)v)$ , $D_{\mathfrak{n}^{-}}$ End $V_{\pi}$ $f\otimes v$
$P.(f\otimes v)$ $=$ $P(f)\otimes v$ $(P\in D_{\mathfrak{n}}-)$
$\varphi.(f\otimes v)$ $=$ $f\otimes\varphi(v)$ $(\varphi\in \mathrm{E}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{d}V_{\pi})$ ,
. End$(\mathrm{C}[\mathfrak{n}^{-}]\otimes \mathrm{c}V_{\pi})$ $D_{\mathfrak{n}^{-}}$ End $V_{\pi}$ .
$\mathcal{F}:D_{\mathfrak{n}}-\otimes \mathrm{c}\dot{\mathrm{E}}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{d}V\piarrow D_{\mathfrak{n}}+\otimes \mathrm{c}$ End $V_{\pi}$ . .
Definition 2.3 $(\mathfrak{p}, \pi, V_{\pi})$ , $\mathcal{F}$ .




$(\varphi\in \mathrm{E}\mathrm{n}\mathrm{d}V_{\pi}, G\in \mathfrak{n}^{+}, F\in \mathfrak{n}^{-})$ .
$G$ $\mapsto$ $G(\partial)$
$F(\partial)$ $\mapsto$ $-F$
$G$ , 1 $\langle, \rangle$ $\mathfrak{n}^{-}$ ,
$D_{\mathfrak{n}^{-}}$ . $F$ .
$F$ , $\mathcal{F}$ . $\square$
$(U(9), \psi_{\pi}, \mathrm{C}[\mathfrak{n}^{-}]\otimes \mathrm{c}V_{\pi})$ . , $\mathrm{C}[\mathfrak{n}^{+}]$ $\mathrm{C}[\mathfrak{n}^{-}]$
$\langle p, f\rangle=p(\partial)f(\mathrm{o})$ $(p\in \mathrm{c}[\mathfrak{n}+], f\in \mathrm{C}[\mathfrak{n}-])$ ,
perfect pairing . $\mathrm{C}[\mathfrak{n}^{+}]\simeq s(\mathfrak{n}-)$ ,
$p(\partial)$ . , $(\mathfrak{p}, \pi, V_{\pi})$ $(\mathfrak{p},\check{\pi}, V_{\overline{\pi}})$ , $V_{\pi}$
, $\mathrm{C}[\mathfrak{n}^{+}]\otimes \mathrm{c}V_{\overline{\pi}}$ $\mathrm{C}[\mathfrak{n}^{-}]\otimes_{\mathrm{C}}V_{\pi}$
$\langle p\otimes w, f\otimes v\rangle=\langle p, f\rangle\langle w, v\rangle$ $(p\otimes w\in \mathrm{C}[\mathfrak{n}^{+}]\otimes_{\mathrm{C}}V_{\overline{\pi}}, f\otimes v\in \mathrm{C}[\mathfrak{n}^{-}]\otimes_{\mathrm{C}}V_{\pi})$ ,
PerfectPai-irng . $(U(9), \psi_{\pi}, \mathrm{C}[\mathfrak{n}^{-}]\otimes \mathrm{c}V_{\pi})$
$(U(\mathfrak{g}), (\psi_{\pi})^{\vee},$ $\mathrm{C}[\mathfrak{n}^{+}]\otimes \mathrm{c}V_{\pi})$ .
$\langle p\otimes w, \psi_{\pi}(x)f\otimes v\rangle+\langle(\psi_{\pi})^{\vee}(X)p\otimes w, \psi_{\pi}(x)f\otimes v\rangle=0$ , (2. 1)




Definition 2:4 $(\mathfrak{p}, \pi, V_{\pi})$ , $(U(9), \Psi_{\pi}, \mathrm{C}[\mathfrak{n}^{+}]\otimes_{\mathrm{C}}V_{\pi})$
$\Psi_{\pi}(x)=\mathcal{F}(\psi\pi+2\rho(x))$ ,
. $\rho\in \mathrm{H}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{m}(\mathfrak{p}, \mathrm{C})$
$\rho(X)=\frac{1}{2}\mathrm{R}_{\mathfrak{n}}+\mathrm{a}\mathrm{d}(X)$ $(X\in \mathfrak{p})$ ,
, $\Delta_{N}^{+}$ half sum $\mathfrak{p}$ $\square$
$\alpha\in\Delta_{N}^{+}$ , $\alpha$ - $\Delta_{N}^{+}$
$k$ $(k\in \mathrm{Z}_{>0})$ $\mathfrak{n}^{+k}$
. $\mathfrak{n}^{-k}$ . $[\mathfrak{n}^{+1}, \mathfrak{n}^{+}]k=\mathfrak{n}^{+(k+1)}$ .
, $X_{1},$ $\ldots,$ $X_{k}\in \mathfrak{g}$ , $[X_{1}, \ldots, X_{k}]=\mathrm{a}\mathrm{d}(x_{1})\circ\cdots\circ \mathrm{a}\mathrm{d}(x_{k_{1}})(Xk)=$
$[X_{1}, [X_{2}, \ldots, [x_{k-1}, x_{k}]\cdots]]$ .
Proposition $2.\dot{5}.\text{ }$ $(U(\mathfrak{g}), \psi_{\pi}, \mathrm{c}[\mathfrak{n}-]\otimes \mathrm{C}V_{\pi})$ $(U(\mathfrak{g}), \Psi_{\pi}, \mathrm{C}[\mathfrak{n}^{+}]\otimes \mathrm{C}V_{\pi})$ (Defini-




$[X, G_{k}] \frac{\partial}{\partial G_{k}}+\pi(X)$ (X\in ),
$\psi_{\pi}(X)$ $=$
$-a_{1} \partial_{x-}a_{2}\sum_{1j}G_{j[x]}\partial F\mathrm{j}_{1},-13\sum_{j_{1},j2}acj_{1}Gj_{2}\partial[F_{j_{1}},F_{j2},x]$
–... $(X\in \mathfrak{n}^{-})$ ,
$\psi_{\pi}(X)$ $=$
$\sum_{k\in K_{>1}}Gk\partial_{[F}\mathrm{x}]-\sum_{1}k,[k\in K\pi(F_{k}, x])c_{k}$
$+a_{2} \sum_{l_{1}k\in K1\in K},G\iota 1Gk\partial_{[,]}F\iota_{1}F_{k},x$
$-a_{3} \sum_{k\in K1,\iota 1\in K,l_{2\in}K}G\iota_{1}c_{\iota_{2}}G_{k}\partial_{[F\iota k}F_{l},,F,\mathrm{x}]+12\ldots$
$(X\in \mathfrak{n}^{+1})$ ,
$\Psi_{\pi}(X)$ $=$ $\mathrm{a}\mathrm{d}(X)+\pi(X)$
$=$ $\sum_{k}[X, F_{k}]\frac{\partial}{\partial F_{k}}+\pi(X)$ (X\in ),
$\Psi_{\pi}(X)$ $=$ $a_{1}X+a_{2} \sum_{j1}[F_{j}X]1’\frac{\partial}{\partial F_{j_{1}}}+a_{3}\sum_{1j,j2}[F_{j_{1}}, Fj2’ X]\frac{\partial}{\partial F_{j_{1}}}\frac{\partial}{\partial F_{j_{2}}}+\cdots$ $(X\in. \mathfrak{n}^{-})$ ,
$\Psi_{\pi}(X)$ $=$ $- \sum_{>1}[Fk, Xk\in K]\frac{\partial}{\partial F_{k}}-k\in\sum_{K1}\pi([F_{k}, X])\frac{\partial}{\partial F_{k}}$
$-a_{2} \sum_{Kk\in K1l_{1}\in},[F_{l}F1’ k, X]\frac{\partial}{\partial F_{l_{1}}}\frac{\partial}{\partial F_{k}}$
$+a_{3} \sum k\in K_{1},l1\in K,l2\in K[\mathrm{H}_{1}, Fl2’ Fk, X]\frac{\partial}{\partial F_{l_{1}}}\frac{\partial}{\partial F_{l_{2}}}\frac{\partial}{\partial F_{k}}$
–. . . $(X\in \mathfrak{n}^{+1})$ .
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$\{a_{i}\}$ , Lemma 55 . f $\{G_{k}\}$
$\{F_{k}\}$ $\mathfrak{n}^{+}$ $\mathfrak{n}^{-}$ , 1 ,
$K$ $K=K_{1}$ $K_{>1}$ , $\{G_{k}|k\in K_{1}\}$ $\mathfrak{n}^{+1}$ ,
$\{G_{k}|k\in K_{>1}\}$ $\mathfrak{n}^{+2}+\mathfrak{n}^{+3}+\cdots$ , $\square$
Proposition 2.5 Proposition 26 Theorem 27 .
\S 3 . .:.
Proposition 26Definition 2.4 $\Psi_{\pi}$ (2.1)
, \Psi \mbox{\boldmath $\pi$}=(\psi . .
$P$
. $roof’$
. , $\mathrm{C}[\mathfrak{n}^{+}]\otimes_{\mathrm{C}}V_{\pi}$ $\mathrm{C}[\mathfrak{n}^{-}]\otimes..\mathrm{c}V_{\overline{\pi}}$
:.
$\langle\varphi\otimes v, f\otimes w\rangle=\langle\varphi, f\rangle\langle v, w\rangle$ $(\varphi\otimes v\in \mathrm{C}[\mathfrak{n}^{+}]\otimes_{\mathrm{C}}V_{\pi}, f\otimes w\in \mathrm{C}[\mathfrak{n}^{-]}-\otimes \mathrm{c}V_{\pi}-)$ ,
. , $f\in S(\mathfrak{n}^{+})$ $\mathfrak{n}^{+}$ $f(\partial)$
, $\langle\varphi, f\rangle=$ , $\langle\varphi, f\rangle=\varphi(.\partial)f(\mathrm{O})=f(\partial)\varphi(\mathrm{o})$
,
$\langle\nu\varphi\otimes v, f\otimes w\rangle$ $=$ $\langle\varphi\otimes v, \nu(\partial)f\otimes w\rangle$ ,
$\langle\varphi\otimes v, gf\otimes w\rangle$ $=$ $\langle g(\partial)\varphi\otimes v, f\otimes w\rangle$ ,
. , $\psi_{\overline{\pi}}(U(\mathfrak{g}))$ $D_{\mathfrak{n}}+\otimes.\mathrm{c}$ End $V_{\pi}$ $\sigma$
$\sigma$ : $D_{\mathfrak{n}^{-}}\otimes_{\mathrm{C}}$ End $V_{\overline{\pi}}$ $arrow$ $D_{\mathfrak{n}}+\otimes_{\mathrm{C}}$ End $V_{\pi}$
$F(\partial)$ $\mapsto$ $F$ $(F\in \mathfrak{n}^{-}).$,
$G$ \rightarrow $G(\partial)$ $(G\in \mathfrak{n}^{+})$ ,
$\check{\pi}(X)$ $\mapsto$ $-\pi(X)$ $(X\in \mathfrak{p})$ ,
,
$(\psi_{\overline{\pi}})^{\vee}(x)=-\sigma(\psi_{\overline{\pi}}(x))$ $(X\in \mathfrak{g})$ ,
. Proposition 25 $\psi_{\pi}$ , $(\psi\overline{\pi})^{\vee}(X)=\Psi\pi(X)$
. $\square$
Theorem 2.7 $(\mathfrak{p}, \pi, V_{\pi})$ , Definition 2.4
$(U(9), \Psi_{\pi}, \mathrm{C}[\mathfrak{n}^{+}]\otimes‘ \mathrm{c}V_{\pi}.)$ , Definition 2.1 – $\backslash ^{\backslash }\backslash -$ $M(\pi)$
. .
$\xi$ : $M(\pi)$ $arrow$ $\mathrm{C}[\mathfrak{n}^{+}]\otimes \mathrm{c}V_{\pi}$
$u\otimes v$ $\mapsto$ $\Psi_{\pi}(u).(1.\otimes v)$ $(u\in U.(\mathfrak{g}), v1\in V_{\pi})$ .
Theorem 2.7 \S 4 . Lemma
28 .
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Lemma 28 $\pi$ $\mathfrak{p}$ , $W$ $U(\mathfrak{g})$ - $fW$ $M(\pi)$
, $\xi$ : $M(\pi)arrow W$ $(a),$ $(b)$
.
$(a)\xi$ U(n-)- .
$(b)\xi$ $1\otimes V_{\pi}$ U( )- .
Proof. $M(\pi)\simeq W$ , $U(\mathfrak{g})-$ $\xi$ : $M(\pi)arrow W$ , (a), (b)
.
(a), (b) $\xi$ : $M(\pi)arrow W$ . $M(\pi)\simeq W$
, $\xi$ $U(\mathfrak{g})$ - . $X\in l,$ $Y_{j}\in \mathfrak{n}^{-},$ $v\in V_{\pi}$ ,
$\xi(XY_{1}\cdots Y_{d}\otimes v)$ $=$ $\xi(Y_{1}\cdots Y_{d}X\otimes v+[X, Y_{1}\cdots Y_{d}]\otimes v)$
$=$ $\xi(Y_{1}\cdots Y_{d}.x\otimes v+[X, Y_{1}\cdots Y_{d}].1\otimes v)$ .
$Y_{1}\cdots Y_{d}$ [X, $Y_{1}\cdots Y_{d}$] $U(\mathfrak{n}^{-})$ , $\xi$ (a), (b)
, .
$\mathrm{Y}_{1}\cdots Y_{d}.\xi(X\otimes v)+[X, Y_{1}\cdots Y_{d}].\xi(1\otimes v)$
$=$ $Y_{1}\cdots Y_{d}X.\xi(1\otimes v)+[X, Y_{1}\cdots Y_{d}].\xi(1\otimes v)$
$=$ $XY_{1}\cdots Y_{d\cdot\xi}(1\otimes v)$
$=$ $X.\xi(Y_{1}\cdots Y_{d}\otimes v)$ .
$Y_{1}\cdots Y_{d}\otimes v$ $M(\pi)$ , $\xi$ U $($ [ $)$ - ,
$\xi$ $U(\mathfrak{g})$ - . $U(\mathfrak{g})=U(\text{ }+\mathfrak{n}^{-})\oplus U(\mathfrak{g})\mathfrak{n}^{+}$ ,
$u\in U(\mathfrak{g})$ , $u=u_{0}+u_{+}$ . , $u\in U(\mathfrak{g})$
$v\in V_{\pi}$ ,
$\xi(u.1\otimes v)$ $=$ $\xi(u_{0}\otimes v+u_{+}\otimes v)$
$=$ $\xi(u_{0}\otimes v)$
$=$ $u_{0}.\xi(1\otimes v)$
$=$ $u_{0}.\xi(1\otimes v)+u_{+}.\xi(1\otimes v)$
$=$ $u.\xi(1\otimes v)$ .
, $\mathfrak{n}^{+}$ , $\xi$ .
, $u=XY_{1}\cdots Y_{d}$ $(X\in 9, \mathrm{Y}\mathrm{y} \in \mathfrak{n}^{-})$ ,
$\xi(XY_{1}\cdots Y_{d}\otimes v)=xY_{1}\cdots Y_{d}.\xi(1\otimes v)=x.\xi(Y1\ldots Yd\otimes v)$ .
$\xi$ $U(\mathfrak{g})$ - , $\text{ }$. . $\text{ }$
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3 Proof of Proposition 2.5




$\mathfrak{p}$ . $\pi$ $\lambda$ , 1
. $\psi_{\lambda}$ $\Psi_{\lambda}$ $\mathrm{C}[\mathfrak{n}^{-}]$
$\mathrm{C}[\mathfrak{n}^{+}]$ , $\psi_{\lambda}(X)$ $\Psi_{\lambda}(X)$ $D_{\mathfrak{n}}-$ $D_{\mathfrak{n}}+$ . $\mathrm{a}\mathrm{d}$ $\mathfrak{n}^{+}$
, $\mathrm{C}[\mathfrak{n}^{-}]\simeq S(\mathfrak{n}^{+})$ . $\mathrm{C}[\mathfrak{n}^{+}]$ .
$\mathrm{a}\mathrm{d}$ . $\{G_{k}\}$ $\{F_{k}\}$ $\mathfrak{n}^{+}$ $\mathfrak{n}^{-}$ ,
1 $\langle, \rangle$ .
3.1 $\psi_{\lambda}$ on $($
$X\in$ $\psi_{\lambda}(X)$ . $F\in \mathfrak{n}^{-}$ ,
$\partial_{F}\in D_{\mathfrak{n}^{-}}$
$\partial_{F}.f(A)=\frac{d}{dt}f(A+tF)|_{t=0}$ $(f\in \mathrm{C}[\mathfrak{n}^{-}], A\in \mathfrak{n}^{-})$ ,
. 1 $\langle, \rangle$ $\mathrm{C}[\mathfrak{n}^{-}]$ $S(\mathfrak{n}^{+})$ – , $F(\partial)$
1 ,
$\partial_{F}=F(\partial)$ $(F\in \mathfrak{n}^{-})$ ,
. , $\{F_{k}\}$ $\{G_{k}\}$ $\langle, \rangle$ ,
$\partial_{F_{k}}=F_{k}(\partial)=\frac{\partial}{\partial G_{k}}$ ,
.
Lemma 3.1 $\mathfrak{p}$ $\lambda$ $X\in$ ,
$\psi_{\lambda}(X)=\mathrm{a}\mathrm{d}(x)+\lambda(X)=\sum_{k}[x, G_{k}]\frac{\partial}{\partial G_{k}}+\lambda(X)$ .
[X, $G_{k}$ ] $\in \mathfrak{n}^{+}$ 1 $\mathfrak{n}^{-}$ .
.
Proof. $X\in$ , $A\in \mathfrak{n}^{-},$ $f\in \mathrm{C}[\mathfrak{n}^{-}]$ ,







, $\mathrm{a}\mathrm{d}(X)$ $\sum_{k}[X, G_{k}]\partial/\partial G_{k}$ derivation $f$ 1 ,
$f=G_{j}$ , $\square$
3.2 $\psi_{\lambda}$ on $\mathfrak{n}^{-}$
$X\in \mathfrak{n}^{-}$ $\psi_{\lambda}(X)$ . Baker-
Campbell-Hausdorff . ,
.
Lemma 3.2 $t\in \mathrm{R}$ , $0$ $X,$ $A\in \mathfrak{g}$ ,
$\exp tX\exp A=\exp(A+t(a_{1}X+a_{2}[A, X]+a_{3}[A, A, X]+\cdots)+O(t^{2}))$ ,
$\exp$ A $\exp tx$ $=\exp(A+t(a_{1}X-a_{2}[A, x]+a_{3}[A, A, X]-\cdots)+O(t^{2}))$ .
$\{a_{j}\}$ , $a_{1}=1,$ $a_{2}=-1/2,$ $a_{3}=1/12,$ $a_{4}=$
$0,$ $a_{5}=-1/720$ $\square$
$X\in \mathfrak{n}^{-}$ $\psi_{\lambda}(X)$ .
Lemma 3.3 $\mathfrak{p}$ $\lambda$ $X\in \mathfrak{n}^{-}$ ,
$\psi_{\lambda}(x)$ $=$
$-a_{1} \partial_{x}-a2\sum_{j1}c_{j_{1}[}\partial F_{j_{1}},x]-a_{3}\sum_{j_{1},j2}G_{j_{1}j_{2}[F_{j_{2}},X}G\partial F_{j},]-1\ldots$
.
$\{a_{j}\}$ Lemma 3.2 , $\{G_{k}\}$ $\{F_{k}\}$ $\mathfrak{n}^{+}$ $\mathfrak{n}^{-}$
, 1 .
.
Proof. Lemma 3.2 , $X,$ $A\in \mathfrak{n}^{-}$ $f\in \mathrm{C}[\mathfrak{n}-]$ ,
$\psi_{\lambda}(X)f(A)$ $=$ $\frac{d}{dt}\tilde{f}(\exp(-tX)\exp A)|_{t=0}$
$=$ $\frac{d}{dt}\tilde{f}(\exp(A-t(a1x+a_{2}[A, X]+\cdots)+O(t^{2})))|_{t=0}$
$=$ $\frac{d}{dt}f(A-t(a1X+a_{2}[A, X]+\cdots)+O(t^{2}))|_{t=0}$
$=$ $\partial_{-a_{1}X-}a_{2}[A,X]-\cdots f(A)$ ,
. , $A= \sum_{j}b,F_{j}$ ,
$\partial_{[A,\ldots,A,X]}f(A)$
$= \sum_{j_{1},\ldots j_{n}}bj_{1}\ldots bjnFj1](A)\partial_{[},\ldots,F_{j_{n}},\mathrm{x}f$




3.3 $\psi_{\lambda}$ on $\mathfrak{n}^{+1}$
$X\in \mathfrak{n}^{+1}$ $\psi_{\lambda}(x)$ .
Lemma 3.4 $\mathfrak{p}$ $\lambda$ $X\in \mathfrak{n}^{+1}$ ,
$\psi_{\pi}(X)$
$= \sum_{k\in K_{>1}}Gk\partial_{[F_{k}},X]-\sum_{1k\in K}\pi([F_{k}, x])c_{k}$
$+a_{2} \sum_{l_{1\in}k\in K_{1},K}c_{l_{1}}ck\partial[F\iota_{1},Fk,X]$
$-a_{3} \sum_{lk\in K_{1},\iota 1\in K,2\in K}G\iota_{1}G\iota_{2}c_{k}\partial[Fl1’ F_{l},Fk,\mathrm{x}]2+\cdots$
,
$\{a_{i}\}$ Lemma 32 , $\{G_{k}\},$ $\{F_{k}\},$ $K,$ $K_{1},$ $K_{>1}$ Proposition
2.5 . .
Proof. $A\in \mathfrak{n}^{-}$ $\mathfrak{n}^{-}=\mathfrak{n}^{-1}\oplus(\mathfrak{n}^{-1}+\mathfrak{n}^{-2}+\cdots)$ ,
$A=A_{1}+A_{>1}$ .
$\psi_{\lambda}(x)f(A)=[\partial_{[]1A}A_{>1},\mathrm{x}+a_{2},A1,\mathrm{x}]-a_{3}[A,A,A1,\mathrm{x}]+\cdots-\lambda([A_{1}, x])].f(A)$ , (3.1)
.
$\exp tx_{\mathrm{e}\mathrm{x}}\mathrm{p}A=\exp(\mathrm{A}\mathrm{d}(tX)A)\exp(tX)=\exp(A-t[A, x]+O(t^{2}))$ ,





$=\exp(A-t[A>1, X]-t[A_{1}, x]+O(t^{2}))\exp tx$
$=$ $\exp(A-t[A_{>1}, x]+t(-a_{2}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{d}(A)+a_{3}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{d}(A)2-\cdots)([A_{1}, X])+O(t^{2}))$
$\cross\exp(-t[A1, X])\exp tx$
$=\exp(A-t[A_{>}1, x]-ta_{2}[A, A_{1}, x]+ta_{3}[A, A, A_{1}, x] -...+O(t^{2}))$




$=$ $\frac{d}{dt}\tilde{f}(\exp(A+t[A_{>}1, X]+ta_{2}[A, A_{1}, X]-ta_{3}[A, A, A_{1}, x]+\cdots+O(t^{2}))|_{t=0}$
. $=$ $\frac{d}{dt}\exp(-\lambda(t[A_{1}, x]))f(A+ta_{2}[A, A_{1}, X]-ta_{3}[A, A, A_{1}, x]+\cdots)|_{t=0}$
$=$ $[\partial_{[A_{>1},x]}+a2[A,A1,x]-a\mathrm{s}[A,A,A_{1},X]+\cdots-\lambda([A1, x])]f(A)$ ,
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(3.1) .
$X\in \mathfrak{n}^{+1}$ , $\mathfrak{n}^{-}$ $\alpha,$ $\beta_{k},$ $\gamma$ .
$\alpha(X)f(A)$ $=$ $\partial_{[A_{>1},X}]f(A)$ ,
$\beta_{k}(X)f(A)$ $=$ $\partial_{[A,\ldots,A,A_{1}},X]f(A)=\partial_{\mathrm{a}}\mathrm{d}(A)k([A_{1},\mathrm{x}])f(A)$ ,
$\gamma(X)f(A)$ $=$ $\lambda([A_{1}, X])f(A)$ .
$A= \sum_{k}c_{k}F_{k}$ ,
$\alpha(X)f(A)=\partial_{[}A_{>1},x]f(A)=\sum_{1>}C_{k}\partial[F_{k},x]f(A)=k\in Kk\in\sum_{>1}Gk\partial_{[FX]}fk,(AK)$
, $\alpha(X)=\sum_{\iota\in K_{>1}}G\iota\partial[F\iota^{X},]$ . , $\gamma(X)=\sum_{l\in K_{>1}}c_{l}\lambda([F_{k}, X])$
$\beta_{k}(X)=\sum l\in K_{>}1,mj\in K$ m1 $c$C $\cdots mkGl\partial[Fm_{1},\ldots,F_{m_{k}},F\iota,x]$ . (3.1)
, $\square$
3.4 $\Psi_{\lambda}$ on $[$
$X\in$ $\Psi_{\lambda}(X)$ . $\Psi_{\lambda}(X)$ Fourier.
. Fourier Definition 2.3, $\Psi_{\lambda}$ Definition 2.4 .
Lemma 3.5 $\mathfrak{p}$ $\lambda$ $X\in$ ,
$\Psi_{\lambda}(X)=\mathrm{a}\mathrm{d}(x)+\lambda(X)=\sum_{k}[x, F_{k}]\frac{\partial}{\partial F_{k}}+\lambda(X)$ .
$\mathfrak{n}^{-}$ $\{F_{k}\}$ .
Proof. $\rho$ $2\rho(X)=\mathrm{r}_{\mathrm{b}_{\mathfrak{n}}+}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{d}(X)(X\in \mathfrak{p})$ . Lemma 3.1 ,
$X\in$ ,
$\psi_{\lambda}(X)$ $=$ $\sum_{k}[X, G_{k}]\frac{\partial}{\partial G_{k}}+\lambda(X.)$
$=$ $\sum_{kl}\langle F_{\iota}, [X, G_{k}]\rangle G_{l}\frac{\partial}{\partial G_{k}}+\lambda(X)$




$\Psi_{\lambda}(X)$ $=$ $\mathcal{F}(\psi_{\lambda 2\rho}+(x))$
$=$ $\sum_{\iota}\frac{\partial}{\partial F_{l}}[X, Fl]+(\lambda+2\rho)(x)$
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$=$ $\sum_{l}\frac{\partial}{\partial F_{l}}([x, F_{\iota}])+\sum_{l}[X, F\iota]\frac{\partial}{\partial F_{l}}+(\lambda+2\rho)(X)$





3.5 $\Psi_{\lambda}$ on $\mathfrak{n}^{-}$
$X\in \mathfrak{n}^{-}$ $\Psi_{\lambda}(X)$ .
Lemma 3.6 $\mathfrak{p}$ $\lambda$ $X\in \mathfrak{n}^{-}$ ,
$\Psi_{\lambda}(X)$ $=$
$a_{1}X+a_{2} \sum_{j1}[F_{j1}, X]\frac{\partial}{\partial F_{j_{1}}}+a_{3}\sum[Fj1’ 2’]j1,j2F_{j}X\frac{\partial}{\partial F_{j_{1}}}\frac{\partial}{\partial F_{j_{2}}}+\cdots$.
$a_{j}$ Lemma 32 , $\{G_{k}\}$ $\{F_{k}\}$ $\mathfrak{n}^{+}$ $\mathfrak{n}^{-}$
. .
Proof. Lemma 3.3 Fourier . ,
$F( \sum_{j_{1},\ldots,jn}c_{j}\cdot\cdot, c_{j}\partial[Fj_{1},\ldots,Fjn’])1nX=-\sum_{jj_{1},\ldots,n}\partial cj_{1}\ldots\partial_{c[}F_{j1},$ $\ldots,$$Fjn’ x]j_{n}$ .
$\partial_{G_{j_{t}}}([F_{j_{1}}, ‘. . , F_{j_{n}}, x])=\langle G_{j_{t}}, [F_{j},., F_{j_{n}}, X!..]\rangle=0$
, $\partial_{G_{j_{t}}}$ $[F_{j_{1}} , . . ., F_{j_{n}}, X]$ , $\square$
3.6 $\Psi_{\lambda}$ on $\mathfrak{n}^{+1}$
$X\in \mathfrak{n}^{+1}$ $\Psi_{\lambda}(X)$ .
Lemma 3.7 $\mathfrak{p}$ $\lambda$ $X\in \mathfrak{n}^{+1}$ ,
$\Psi_{\pi}(X.)$ $=$ $- \sum_{>1}[Fk, Xk\in K]\frac{\partial}{\partial G_{k}}-k\in\sum_{K1}\pi([Fk, X])\frac{\partial}{\partial G_{k}}$
$-a_{2} \sum_{1\in}[F_{\iota_{1}}, F_{k}, X]\frac{\partial}{\partial G_{l_{1}}}\frac{\partial}{\partial G_{k}}k\in K_{1},lK$
$+a_{3}k \in K_{1},l1\sum_{2\in K,\in}[Fl_{1}, F_{\iota}F_{k}, X]2’\frac{\partial}{\partial G_{l_{1}}}\iota K\frac{\partial}{\partial G_{l_{2}}}\frac{\partial}{\partial G_{k}}-\cdots$ .
$\{a_{i}\}$ Lemma 55 , $\{G_{k}\},$ $\{F_{k}\},$ $K,$ $K_{1},$ $K_{>1}$ Lemma
25 . .
Proof. Lemma 3.4 $\square$
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4 Proof of the main theorem
$\backslash ^{\backslash ^{\backslash }}$ $-$ , , $\pi$ 1
(Theorem 2.7) . $\pi$ .
Lemma 3.5 Lemma 3.6 $\Psi_{\lambda}$ , Lemma 28
. $X\in \mathfrak{n}^{+}$ $\Psi_{\lambda}(X)$ .
, $\xi$ ,
$\xi$ : $M(\lambda)$ $arrow$ $\mathrm{C}[\mathfrak{n}^{+}]$
$u\otimes v$ $\mapsto$ $\Psi_{\lambda}(u).v$ $(u\in U(\mathfrak{g}), v\in \mathrm{C}_{\lambda})$ ,
. $\mathrm{C}_{\lambda}=\mathrm{C}$ $\lambda$ .
$\xi$ well-defined , $X\otimes v-1\otimes\lambda(X)v(X\in \mathfrak{p})$
$\xi$ $0$ . $X\in$ ,




$0$ . $X\in \mathfrak{n}^{+}$ , $\Psi_{\lambda}(x).v$ $\lambda+$ ( $\mathrm{w}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{i}\mathrm{g}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{t}$ of $X$ )
, $\lambda$ $(U(\mathfrak{g}), \Psi_{\lambda}, \mathrm{C}[\mathfrak{n}^{+}])$
. $\Psi_{\lambda}(X).v=0$ . $\Psi_{\lambda}(1).\lambda(x)v=\lambda(X.)v=0$
, $X\in \mathfrak{n}^{+}$ $\xi(X\otimes v-1\otimes\lambda(X)v))=0$ . $\xi$ well-defined .
$\xi|_{1\otimes}\mathrm{c}_{\lambda}$ $U(\mathfrak{p})-$ . $\xi|_{1\otimes}\mathrm{c}_{\lambda}$ $0$ , U(P)-
. $X\in \mathfrak{p}$ $v\in \mathrm{C}_{\lambda}$ ,
$\xi(X.(1\otimes v))$ $=\xi(X\otimes v)$
$=$ $\Psi_{\lambda}(X).v$
$=$ $\Psi_{\lambda}(X).\xi(1\otimes v)$ ,
, $\xi|_{1\otimes \mathrm{c}_{\lambda}}$ $U(\mathfrak{p})-$ .
$\xi$ $U(\mathfrak{n}^{-})$ - . . , $X\in \mathfrak{g}$ ,
$v\in \mathrm{C}_{\lambda},$ $u\in U(\mathfrak{g})$ ,
$\xi(X.(u\otimes v))$ $=$ $\xi(Xu\otimes v)$
$=$ $\Psi_{\lambda}(Xu).v$
$=$ $\Psi_{\lambda}(X).\Psi_{\lambda}(u).v$
$=$ $\Psi_{\lambda}(X).\xi(u\otimes v)$ ,
, $\xi$ $U(\mathfrak{g})$ - . . $\mathrm{C}_{d}[\mathfrak{n}^{+}]$ $U_{d}(\mathfrak{n}^{-})$
, $d$ , $X\in \mathfrak{n}^{-}$ $\Psi_{\lambda}(X)$
(Lemma 36) , $\mathrm{C}_{1}[\mathfrak{n}^{+}]$ $\xi(U_{1}(\mathfrak{n}-))$ .
$\mathrm{C}_{d}[\mathfrak{n}^{+}]$ $\xi(U_{d}(\mathfrak{n}^{-}))$ . $\xi$ . $\dim \mathrm{c}_{d}[\mathfrak{n}^{+}]=$
$\dim U_{d}(\mathfrak{n}^{-})<\infty$ $\xi|u_{d()}\mathfrak{n}^{-}$ , $\xi$ .
Theorem 27 .
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5 Proof of Lemma 3.2
Lemma 3.2 . Lemma 32 $\{a_{j}\}$
. $\{a_{j}\}$ Bernoulli ,
. Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff .
[3] .
Proposition 5.1 $(\mathrm{B}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{k}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{r}-\mathrm{C}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{m}\mathrm{p}\mathrm{b}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{l}\mathrm{l}-\mathrm{H}\mathrm{a}\mathrm{u}\mathrm{S}\mathrm{d}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{r}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{f})0\in \mathfrak{g}$ $a$ $C$ :
$a\cross aarrow \mathfrak{g}$ .
$\exp(X)$ exp(Y) $=\exp C(X:Y)$ (X, $\mathrm{Y}\in a$).




$+ \sum_{\leq 1\leq p1n/2]}K2p..\sum_{2k1+\cdot,k_{j}^{+k=n}>0p}[_{C_{k}(Y)}1:X, \ldots , c_{k_{2\mathrm{p}}}(X : Y), X+Y]$
,
,
$C(X : Y)= \sum C_{n}(x :n=1 Y)$
, . $K_{p}$ ayZor .
$\frac{z}{1-e^{-z}}-\frac{z}{2}=\sum_{n=0}^{\infty}K_{n^{Z}}n$ .
$z/(1-e^{-z})-z/2$ $K_{2p-1}=0(p\in \mathrm{Z}_{>0})$ . $K_{p}$
.
Proposition 5.2 $K_{P}$ Proposition 5.1 ,
$K_{0}$ $=$ 1,
$K_{1}$ $=$ $0$ ,











$(n\geq 2)$ . (52)
, $f^{(k)}$ $k$ . $k\geq 2$ $f^{(k)}=g^{(k)}$ $f$ $g$
(5.2) .





(5.2) $g$ $n=1$ .





$=$ $z-g-(+)g’$ $–...-(+)g^{(n)}+(n+1)$ .
(5.2) $n+1$ . \supset \check C (5. $\equiv \mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}- \mathrm{i}\mathrm{E}\mathrm{B}\mathrm{f}\mathrm{l}\text{ }\mathcal{X}\llcorner_{\mathrm{c}}\vee$ .
.
$f(0)$ $=$ 1,
. $f’(0)$ $=$ $0$ ,
’.
$f^{(n)}(0)$ $=$ $\frac{1}{n+1}(\frac{1}{2}-f’(0)-\cdot$ . . $-f^{(n-1)}(0))$ $(n\geq 2)$ .
2 $\mathrm{g}$)
$|$
. $n\geq 0$ ,






. $f$ $g$ $n=1$ $f^{(n)}\neq$
.
$g^{(n)}$ , $n=1$
$g’(0)=f’(0)+1/2$ . $n\geq 2$ ,
$(n+1)f(n)(\mathrm{o})$ $=$ $1-(f’( \mathrm{o})+\frac{1}{2})-f^{\prime/}(0)-\cdots-f^{()}n-1(\mathrm{o})$
$=$ $\frac{1}{2}-f’(0)-\cdots-f^{(n-1})(0)$ .
3 $n\geq 2$ .
, $K_{n}$ $f^{(n)}(0)=n!K_{n}$ .




Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff $c_{n}$ , $c_{n}(tX : Y)$ $t$
$d$ $c_{n}^{d}(tX:Y)$ .
Lemma 5.4 $c_{n}^{d}(tX : Y)$ ,
$c_{1}^{0}(tX:Y)$ $=$ $Y$,
$c_{n}^{0}(tx:Y)$ $=$ $0$ $(n>1)$ .
Proof. $n$ . $n=1$ $c_{n}$ .
$n(n\geq 1)$ . $n\geq 1$ $c_{n}(X : Y)$
$O(t)$ $tX+Y$ . (5.2) 1 $(1/2)[tX-$
$Y,$ $c_{n}(tX : Y)]$ $O(t)$ .
(5.2) 2 $[c_{k_{2p}}(tX : Y), tX+Y]$ $O(t)$ .
(5.2) $O(t)$ .
, (5.2) $n\geq 1$ +1(tX: $Y$ ) $O(t)$ ,
. $\square$
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Lemma 55 $n\in \mathrm{Z}_{>0}$ , $a_{n}\in \mathrm{Q}$ .
$c_{n}^{1}(tX : Y)=a_{n}[Y, \ldots, Y, x]t$. (5.3)
$[Y, \ldots, Y, X]=[Y, [Y, \ldots, [Y, X], \ldots, ]],$ $[X]=X$ .
$a_{n}$ .
$a_{1}$ $=$ 1,
$(n+1)a_{n+1}$ $=$ $- \frac{\delta_{n1}}{2}-\frac{a_{n}}{2}-\sum_{1\leq p\leq[(n-1)/21}K2pa_{n-}2p+1$ $(n\in \mathrm{Z}_{>}0)$ .
$\delta_{ij}$ Kronecker $\delta$ . $a_{n}$ .
Proof. (5.3) $n$ . $n=1$ , $c_{1}(tX : Y)=tX+Y$
(5.3) .
(5.3) $n(n\geq 1)$ . (5.2) +10X: $Y$) 1
.
$\frac{1}{2}[tX-Y_{C},n(tx : Y)]$ $=$ $\frac{1}{2}[tX-Y, an[Y, \ldots, Y, x]t+O(t^{2})+\delta_{n1}Y]$
$=$ $\frac{\delta_{n1}}{2}[X, Y]t-\frac{1}{2}[Y, an[Y, \ldots, \mathrm{Y}, X]]t+O(t^{2})$
$=$ $\frac{\delta_{n1}}{2}[X, Y]t-\frac{a_{n}}{2}[Y, \ldots, Y, x]t$
$\in$ $\mathrm{Q}[Y, \ldots, Y, X]t+O(t^{2})$ .
(5.2) $c_{n+1}(tX:Y)$ 2 .





$\sum_{p}K_{2p}\sum_{k1,\ldots,k2\mathrm{p}}[C_{k_{1}}, \ldots, C_{k_{2\mathrm{p}}}, tx]+\sum_{p}K_{2p}k_{1},..\sum.,k_{2\mathrm{p}}$
[ $k_{1},$ . $,$ . $,$ C.$k2p’ Y$]. (5.4)
(5.4) 1 , $O(t^{2})$ summand 9 $c_{\mathrm{i}}$
. $k_{1}=\cdots=k_{2p}=1$ $n=2p$ . $n$
(5.4) 1 $O(t^{2})$ . $n$ ,
$\sum_{p}K_{2p}\sum_{k_{1},\ldots,k_{2p}}[Ck1’\ldots, ck_{2}p’ tX]$
$=$ $K_{n}[tX+Y, \ldots, tx+Y, tX]+O(t)2$
$=$ $K_{n}[Y, \ldots, Y, tX]+O(t^{2})$




$\sum_{p}K_{2p}\sum_{k_{1},\ldots,k2p}[_{C}k_{1}, \ldots, ck2p’ Y]$
$=$
$\sum_{p}K_{2p},..\sum_{k_{2p\xi}k1}.,\epsilon 1+\cdot j..=\sum_{+\epsilon 2p=},[c^{\mathcal{E}}, \ldots, c^{\in}, Y]k^{1}1k2p+2pO(t^{2})011$
’
, $c_{k_{2p}}^{0}$ $Y$ $0$ , $\epsilon_{2p}$ $0$ summand 1
. $\epsilon_{1}=\cdots=\epsilon_{2p-1}=0$ . , $c_{k_{j}}^{0}$ $k_{j}=1$
$0$ , $k_{1}=\cdots=k_{21}-=1p$ , $k_{2p}=n-2p+1$ .
.
$\sum_{1\leq p\leq 1^{n}/2]}K2p[c^{0}, \ldots, C_{1-21}, c_{n}^{1}Y0]1p+’+o(t^{2})$
$=$
$\sum_{p}K_{2p}[Y, \ldots, Y, c_{n}^{1}-2p+1’]Y+O(t^{2})$
$=$
$- \sum_{p}K_{2p}[Y, \ldots, Y, C_{n}-2p+1]1+o(t^{2})$
$=$
$- \sum_{p}K2pan-21[p+Y, \ldots, Y, [Y, \ldots, Y, x]]t+o(t^{2})$
$\in$ $\mathrm{Q}[Y, \ldots, Y, X]+o(t)2$ .
(5.3) .
$a_{n}$ . ,
$(n+1)c_{n+}^{1}1$ ($tX$ : Y) $=$ $\frac{\delta_{n1}}{2}[X, Y]t-\frac{a_{n}}{2}[\mathrm{Y}, \ldots, Y, x]t$
$+\delta_{n,\mathrm{e}\mathrm{v}\mathrm{e}}\mathrm{n}Kn[Y, \ldots, Y, x]t$
$- \sum_{1\leq p\leq[n/2]}K2pa_{n}-2p+1[Y, \ldots, Y, X]t+o(t^{2})$
.
$\delta_{n,\mathrm{e}\mathrm{v}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}}$ $n$ 1 , $n$ $0$ .
.
$(n+1)a_{n+1}$ $=$ $- \frac{\delta_{n1}}{2}-\frac{a_{n}}{2}+\delta_{n},\mathrm{e}\mathrm{V}\mathrm{e}\mathrm{n}Kn-\sum_{1\leq p\leq[n/2]}K2pa_{n-}2_{\mathrm{P}}+1$ .
$n$ .
$(n+1)a_{n}+1=- \frac{\delta_{n1}}{2}-\frac{a_{n}}{2}-\sum_{]1\leq p\leq[(n-1)/2}K2pa_{n-}2p+1$ .
Remark 5.6 ,
$a_{2}$ $=$ $-1/2$ ,
$a_{n}$ $=$ $K_{n-1}$ $(n\in \mathrm{Z}_{>0}, n\neq 2)$ ,
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, $a_{n}$ Bernoulli .
. $\square$
Lemma 32 . $X,$ $A\in \mathfrak{g}$ Lemma 5.4 Lemma 5.5
.
$C(tX : A)$ $=$ $\sum_{n=1}^{\infty}(c_{n}^{0}(tx : A)+C^{1}n(tX:A))+O(t^{2})$
$=$ $A+(a_{1}Xt+a_{2}[A, X]t+a_{3}[A, A, x]t+\cdots)+O(t^{2})$ .
,
$\exp tX\exp A=\exp C(tX : A)=\exp(A+t(a_{1}X+a_{2}[A, X]+a_{3}[A, A, X]+\cdots)+O(t^{2}))$ .
Lemma 3.2 . ,
$\exp A\exp tx$ $=$ $\{\exp(-tX)\exp(-A)\}^{-1}$
$=$ $\exp(-C(-tX:-A))$
$=$ $\exp(-(-A-t(a1X-a_{2}[A, x]+a_{3}[A, A, X]-\cdots)+O(t^{2})))$
$=$ $\exp(A+t(a_{1}X-a_{2}[A, x]+a_{3}[A, A, X]-\cdots)+O(t^{2}))$ ,
, Lemma 32 .
6 Example
$\mathfrak{g}$
$\mathrm{C}_{n}$ , $\mathfrak{p}$ $\alpha_{1}$
, $\pi$ $\lambda\in \mathrm{H}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{m}(\mathfrak{p}, \mathrm{C})$ , $\backslash ^{\backslash ^{\backslash }}$ $-$
$M(\lambda)$ . $\alpha_{1}$
$\varpi_{1}$ , $\mathrm{H}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{m}(\mathfrak{p}, \mathrm{C})\simeq \mathrm{c}\varpi_{1}$ , $\lambda=\lambda_{1}\varpi_{1}$ $\lambda_{1}\in \mathrm{C}$ .
$V$ , singular vector
. ,
$X \in \mathfrak{g}^{+}=\sum_{\alpha\in\Delta^{+}}arrow 9^{\alpha}$ $X.v=0$
$v\in V$ , . $v$
, singular vector ,
$v$ . , $M(\lambda)$
, $f\in \mathrm{c}[\mathfrak{n}^{+}]$ , $\Psi_{\lambda}(\mathfrak{g}^{+})f=0$
. $M(\lambda)$ .
.
$\mathfrak{g}=\epsilon \mathfrak{p}(n, \mathrm{c})=\{\in \mathfrak{g}\mathfrak{l}(2n, \mathrm{C})|A\in \mathfrak{g}\iota B,c\in \mathrm{S}(n,\mathrm{c})\mathrm{y}\mathrm{m}(’ n, \mathrm{c})\}$ ,
, $\mathfrak{h}$ $\mathfrak{g}$ , $i,$ $j\in\{1, \ldots , n\}$
$H_{ij}$ $=$ $E_{ij}-En+j,n+i$ ,
$G_{ij}$ $=$ $E_{i,n\dotplus j}+E_{j,n}+i$ ,
$F_{ij}$ $=$ $E_{n+i,j}+E_{n}+j,i$ ,
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. $\mathfrak{g}$ 1 $\langle$X, $Y\rangle$ $=^{\mathrm{r}}\mathrm{b}(XY)/2$ . $\epsilon\in \mathfrak{h}^{*}$ $\epsilon_{i}(H_{jj})=\delta_{ij}$
,
$\triangle^{+}$
$=$ $\{\epsilon_{i}\pm\epsilon_{j}|1\leq i<j\leq n\}\cup\{2\epsilon_{i}\}$ ,
$\triangle_{L}^{+}$ $=$ $\{\epsilon_{i}\pm\epsilon_{j}|1<i<j\leq n\}\cup\{2\epsilon_{i}|1<i\leq n\})$
$\triangle_{N}^{+1}$ $=$ $\{\epsilon_{1}\pm\epsilon_{j}|1<j\leq n\}$ ,
$\triangle_{N}^{+2}$ $=$ $\{2\epsilon_{1}\}$ ,
, $H_{ij}$ $\epsilon_{i}-\epsilon_{j},$ $G_{ij}$ $\epsilon_{i}+\epsilon_{j},$ $F_{ij}$ $-\epsilon_{i}-\mathcal{E}_{j}$
.
, $\mathrm{C}[\mathfrak{n}^{+}]$ . $\mathrm{C}[\mathfrak{n}^{+}]\simeq S(\mathfrak{n}^{-})$ , $\mathrm{C}[\mathfrak{n}^{+}]$
1, $H_{i1}(1<i\leq n),$ $F_{i1}(1\leq i\leq n)$ .
, $H_{i1}F_{i1}$ $F_{11}$ $(\epsilon_{i}-\epsilon_{1})+(-\epsilon_{i}-\mathcal{E}1)=-2\epsilon_{1}$
, $\mathrm{C}[\mathfrak{n}^{+}]$ ,
$f= \sum_{\leq 0\leq t_{i}\min(ki,\iota i)}A_{t}\prod_{1i>}H_{i}k_{i}-t_{i}\prod_{>}1i1F_{i}\iota_{i,1^{-}}tiF_{1}t2+1\ldots+tn$
$(k_{i}, l_{i}\in \mathrm{Z}\geq 0, A_{t}\in \mathrm{C})$ ,
.
singular vector ,
. $1<r\leq n$ , $G_{rr}\in\text{ ^{}+}\subset \mathfrak{g}^{+}$ , $\Psi_{\lambda}(G_{rr})f=0$ . Proposition
25 ,
$\Psi_{\lambda}(G_{rr})f$ $=$ $2H_{r1^{\frac{\partial}{\partial F_{r1}}\sum}}.tA_{t} \prod_{i>1}Hk_{i}-t_{i}\prod i1F^{lt_{n}}i>1i1i^{-}t‘ F_{11}t2+\cdots+$
$\frac{2(l_{rr}-t)H_{r1}}{F_{r1}}f$ ,
, $0$ $l_{r}=t_{r}$ , $r$ $1<r\leq n$ $(t_{2}, \ldots, t_{n})=$
$(l_{2,.:}. . , l_{n})$ , $k$ $l$
$f= \prod H^{k_{i}l}i1F_{1},$ ,
$i>1$
. , $1<r<s\leq n$ $H_{rs}\in \mathfrak{l}^{+}\subset \mathfrak{g}^{+}$ , $\Psi_{\lambda}(H_{rs})f=0$ .
,
$\Psi_{\lambda}(H_{rs})f$ $=$ $(H_{r1} \frac{\partial}{\partial H_{s1}}-Fs1\frac{\partial}{\partial F_{r1}}).\sum_{t}A_{t}\prod_{1i>}H_{i}k_{i}-t_{i}1\prod F_{i\mathrm{i}^{-}1}^{\iota t_{n}}i>1t\dot{.}F_{1}t_{2+}\cdots+$
$=$ $\frac{k_{s}H_{r1}}{H_{s1}}f$,
, $0$ $k_{s}=0$ , $s$ $s>2$ ,
$f=H_{21}kF_{11}\iota$ ,
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. $H_{12}\in \mathfrak{n}^{+1}\subset \mathfrak{g}^{+}$ , $\Psi_{\lambda}(H_{12})f=0$ ,
$\Psi_{\lambda}(H_{12})f$ $=$
$\mathrm{r}_{-2F_{21}\frac{\partial}{\neg_{-}\mathrm{r}\urcorner}}.+(\lambda 1-\theta)\frac{\partial}{\mathfrak{Q}T}$
,$(-2F_{21} \frac{\partial}{\partial F_{11}}+(\lambda 1^{-}\theta)\frac{\partial}{\partial H_{21}})\cdot t\sum A_{t}\prod_{1i>}Hki1i-t_{i}\square F_{i}^{lt_{n}}\mathrm{i}-t_{i}Fi>1t11^{+\cdots+}2$
$(- \frac{2lF_{21}}{F_{11}}+\frac{(\lambda_{1}-k-\iota+1)k}{H_{21}})f$ .
$\theta$ $\mathfrak{n}^{+}$ . $0$ , $l=0$ $k(\lambda_{1}-k-$
$l+1)=0$ , $f$ $l=0,$ $k=\lambda_{1}+1$ . $k\in \mathrm{z}_{\geq 0}$ $f$
$\lambda_{1}\in \mathrm{z}_{\geq 0}$ .
$\lambda_{1}\in \mathrm{Z}_{\geq 0}$ singular vector , $G_{rr}$ ,
$H_{rs},$ $H_{12}$ $\mathfrak{g}$ , .
$M(\lambda)$ ( ) $\lambda_{1}\not\in \mathrm{z}_{\geq 0}$ .
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